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Introduction 
  
Based on the data collected in the assignment one, participants might experience various problems              
when searching movie information on the Cineplex webpage. Among all types of problems we have               
discovered during observations and interviews with participants, some of them keep coming back and              
forth. For examples, when users click “ShowTime” on the current webpage, instead of seeing              
schedules, they would get a list of theater locations. Another problem we have discovered is               
participants could not find foreign language movies efficiently. The last question is the current              
website only allow users to search theaters by their names, but not their locations or postal codes. 
  
 
Use Case 1 Description: Find a Showtime  

As mentioned above, data collected from assignment one indicates that users experience difficulties             
when choosing movies by desired show time. To carry out this task on the current Cineplex webpage,                 
users need to click “SHOWTIMES” on the global navigation bar, afterwards, users will be redirect to                
a webpage that contains a list of theaters location. After choosing a desired theater location, users will                 
see a list of movies accompanied with their showtimes. Based on our data, at this point of the process,                   
some participants get confused and even annoyed with the inconsistency of information. When users              
choose to search a movie by showtimes, they would expect to see movie showtimes being displayed                
on their screens, not a list of theater locations. In order to improve this function, some users suggest us                   
to redesign this webpage and bring appropriate function to the webpage of “SHOWTIMES”. After              
carful considerations, we have decided to change the following elements on the webpage: allow users               
to choose date and time; enable the function of “flexibility”. By deploying these changes would “fix”                
the problem of current “SHOWTIMES” page, and allows users to find their desired movies based on                
scheduled times. In the use case of showtimes, users should consider movie time as their top priority                 
instead of any other things. 
  
Actor: 

Cineplex webpage customers who consider movie times as their top priority when searching movie              
tickets online. 
  
Priority: 

Must Have: this use case is very important to our project, because it is one of the main methods that a                     
Cineplex customer would search movie information on the webpage. Performing this task allows users              
to choose their desired showtimes before choosing movies and theaters. 
  
Pre-condition: 

The city shown on the homepage must be current city where users at, for example, Toronto. 
  
Basic Path: 

1. The system allows users to search movie showtime 
2. The user chooses a desired date 
3. The user chooses an approximate showtime  
4. The system enables the function of “flexibility” (as a system default) 
5. The user confirms the selected information 
6. The system displays not only movies starting at the selected time, but also movies starting one                

hour prior and later than the selected time. 
7. The user chooses a movie 
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8. The system displays movie detail information and specific showtime according to filters  
9. The user chooses a specific ShowTime 
10. The user confirms the movie information and showtime that the user chosen 
11. The system displays a list of theater and filters related to theater locations  
  

Alternative Path One: search time with no flexibility 

4. The user disables the function of “flexibility” manually 
5. The user confirms the selected information 
6. The system only displays those movies starting at the selected time 

  
Alternative Path Two: invalid date 

1. The user chooses a public holiday as the desired date 
2. The user chooses an approximate showtime  
3. The system enables the function of “flexibility” (as a system default) 
4. The user confirms the selected information 
5. The system displays an error message  
6.    The system goes back to the step 3 

  
Post Conditions: 

● A desired showtime is successfully chosen by the user 
● The system displays a list of theater locations for a chosen showtime 

  
Scenarios: 

Cameron is a university student who lives in Toronto. He enjoys watching movies in theaters, and                
always check movie information on the Cineplex webpage before going. However, he always             
purchases tickets at the box office, and refuses buying tickets online due to credit card security                
concern. Since the last year of university is very intense, Cameron always have to find a balance                 
between studies and other activities 
Cameron wants to watch a movie (about 2 hours long) at December 8th. However, his schedule is                 
fairly tight after 1pm, and he could only watch one of movies that starts from 9 a.m. and finishes                   
before 1p.m. Fortunately, he can drive to the theater, so distance is not his primary concern. With this                  
in mind, Cameron goes to the webpage which allows him to search a movie by time. He chooses to                   
search movies that playing at 10:00 a.m., and since he has some flexibility, he also wants to know                  
what movies playing at 9:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. After confirms his needs on the webpage, movies                 
playing at his required time will be displayed for him to choose. After selecting a movie, he needs to                   
choose a specific time for that movie, for example, Movie 1 playing at 10:15 a.m. After this, he will                   
choose a theater location. 
Since choosing a theater location is not within the scope of this use case, steps after this will not be                    
demonstrated further. 
  
 
 
Use Case 2 Description: Find detailed information of a foreign language movie 

 
In this task, the user wants to find a foreign-language movie of a specific genre in Toronto. It’s not                   
necessary for the user to have a specific movie in mind but we assume that the user knows either the                    
language or the genre of the movie they would like to watch. The selection of this task is based on the                     
interview feedback we gathered in the previous assignment. The feedback indicates that the             
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participants had difficulty in finding a foreign-language movie using the current Cineplex website             
search filters because the “Foreign Language” label was wrongly placed in the dropdown menu of the                
“Genre” filter. Some participants searched for keywords such as “Chinese movie” or “comedy”             
directly in the search bar and received a list of results. However, the result is not completed since                  
some movies are not tagged with these keywords. 
 
Actors: 

Cineplex audience who is interested in foreign language movies. 
  

        Priority: 

This use case is very important to the project since we have chosen Toronto as our target city in all                    
three use cases, and Toronto is a multicultural city that embraces a diversity of cultures and religions.                 
Immigrants have increased exponentially, therefore more and more foreign language movies are            
introduced and screened in Toronto. Cineplex must pay more attention to the information accessibility              
and usability of the current website and optimize the function for searching foreign language movies.               
As far as we are concerned, this use case is a “must have” to the system. 
  

      Pre-Condition: 

The city shown on the homepage must be the current city where users are at, for example, Toronto. 
  

      Basic Path:  

1.  The system displays a list of possible movie genre. 
2.  The user chooses a genre 
3.  The system displays a list of possible languages. 
4.  The user chooses a language of the movie 
5.  The user confirms their choices 
6.  The system receives the choices 
7.  The system searches for the movie information 
8.  The system displays a list of movies that satisfy user’s requirements. 
9.  The user chooses a movie from the list 
10. The system displays movie details and showtime 

  
Alternative Path One: search keywords 

1.0  If the user decides to search keywords 
1.1  The user searches movie keywords (language or genre) 
1.2  System goes to step 5 

 

Alternative Path Two: no movie found  
6.0  If no movie is found: 
6.1  The system returns a notification message 
6.2  The system returns to step 1 

  
 
 
 
 

      Post-Condition: 

● For Basic Path and alternative 1.1: 
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                     The detailed information of the chosen foreign language movie is displayed 
● For alternative 6.1 

                     A “No Result” page is displayed 
 
Scenarios: 
Wang is an international student studying at University of Toronto and currently living in downtown               
Toronto. His first language is Chinese but he can speak and read English fluently. Wang is a crazy fan                   
of Jackie Chan’s comedy and watches Chinese movie at least once a month. He frequently uses the                 
Cineplex website to search for the latest Chinese movies. One Friday evening, Wang has just finished                
his Calculus midterm exam and desperately wants to watch a comedy. One of his friend, Lee, told him                  
earlier that a new Jackie Chan’s comedy would be in theater today. However, Lee did not tell Wang                  
the name of the movie and all Wang knows is that a Chinese comedy starring Jackie Chan is on today.                    
Wang opens the Cineplex website and selects “Chinese” and “Comedy” as the keywords for              
searching. The system searches and returns the detailed information (including director, cast, synopsis             
and showtime etc.) of ten movies with the tags “Chinese” and “Comedy”. Wang checks the detail of                 
each movie and finds that Movie 2 is the comedy casted by Jackie Chan.  
  
 
 
Use Case 3 Description: Find a specific theater  

 

The use case 3 indicates how Cineplex website users can complete task of finding a theater by                 
filtering options through “Find a theater” webpage. According to interview done on Assignment 1, we               
found out that participants did not like the options the current webpage has for choosing a location,                 
which users need to either select a theater from a list been provided or enter a theater name. This kind                    
of design narrows the variety of options and is not very “user friendly” to those users who are from                   
other cities or have poor sense of direction. Interview participants suggested to add more filter options                
to find a desired theater location, for example, by landmark keyword, by GPS, or by post code. Our                  
group assume that by allowing users to search theater location through various options will decrease               
the possibility of users experiencing pain points and users will more likely to get a result from the                  
system. The users’ goal should take location as priority and less care about which movie they want to                  
watch. 
  
Actor: 

Regular Cineplex customers who purchase tickets through website with location concern 
  
Priority: 

This is a must-have use case to the project because exploring and choosing a theater location is one of                   
main purposes for Cineplex audiences who go to theater for a movie. Performing this task online                
allow users know various theater locations and help with plan schedule. 
  
Pre-condition: 

The city shown on the homepage must be current city where users are, for example, Toronto 
  
Basic Path: 

1. The system displays map of city, list of theaters, options for location search bar, and theater                 
experiences 

2.     The system automatically enables GPS 
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3.     The user chooses the option to find out about location categories 
4.     The system automatically disables GPS option 
5.     The user enters the keywords 
6.     The user confirms the selected options and keywords 
7.     The system checks that the keywords are valid 
8.     The system filtering theaters that are matched with the keywords and options entered by users 
9. The system displays the user for the map of the city and list of locations that apply to user’s                    
chosen options 

10.  The user chooses the desired theater from the list 
11.  The system displays movie lists and time filter for the chosen theater 

  
Alternative Path One: search theaters with GPS enabled 

4.0  If the user decides to enable GPS for selecting theater: 
4.1 The system keeps enable GPS option 
4.2 The system displays a list of theaters ranked by distance (with the nearest theater placed on the                  
top) 

4.3  The system goes to step 10 
 
Alternative Path Two: invalid keywords 

7.0  If the keywords entered are invalid: 
7.1  The system displays an error message 
7.2  The system returns to step 5 
  

Post-condition: 

● A desired theater is successfully chosen by user 
● The system displays the movie list and time filter for a chosen theater  

 
Scenarios:  
John (19 years old) is a college student who lives at North York, Toronto. John loves to watch movie                   
and visits Cineplex theater at monthly basis. This weekend, his friend Jack, who from Vancouver,               
comes and visits Toronto. This is the first time Jack travels to Toronto and he invites John to be his                    
tour guide. John decides to take Jack to CN Tower at night to watch the night lighting, which is a                    
classic activity that tourists will do in Toronto. John and Jack decides to meet up at 7pm at CN Tower.                    
John remembers that there is a Cineplex theater recently opened around CN Tower with IMAX               
add-on features. He plans to go to visit that theater and watch an IMAX movie before meeting up with                   
Jack. However, John does not know the exact location of that theater so he uses the Cineplex website                  
to search for that location. 
  
John searches for “CN Tower” to find the theater location. When doing this, the website automatically                
disables the GPS function to allow John enter his options. After John confirms that “CN Tower” is                 
what he will be looking for, the website gives a list of theater locations that is near CN Tower. But                    
John does not satisfiy with the result because he is looking for theater near CN Tower with IMAX                  
feature. John finds out he can narrow the list of theater again by adding “IMAX” as his selected                  
option. After he done this, the system confirms the option is valid and prompts a refined list of theater                   
for John. Now John is happy with the result and he selects the theater that fits his plan the most. After                     
John select the theater, the system provides John list of movie that shown in IMAX at this specific                  
theater, and now John can select a movie that he wants to watch.  
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